Free Admission

The Center for Chicano Studies, (UCSB) in collaboration with
The Santa Barbara Theater Company

Presents a Teatro Performance of

"LA MUERTE DOES DRUGS" & SON LUNA of Veracruz
with Luis Moreno

Tuesday Oct. 12, 2004
4pm-6pm
SB Museum of Art, Theatre
1130 State Street

"LA Muerte Does Drugs" is a play written by Carlos Morton, Professor of Dramatic Art at UCSB, that deals with a family torn apart by drugs and alcohol. Directed by Jami Olsen, this thirty minute black comedy dissect the harm drugs do to us and the harm we do to others. "LA Muerte Does Drugs" is suitable for Ages 13 and over and is available for presentations in Santa Barbara and Ventura counties from Oct. 15, 2004 thru June 15, 2005.

For More information call (805) 893-3895 or Email Carlos.Morton@Chicano.ucsb.edu
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